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ABSTRACT
An everlasting endeavour of interactive narrative is still the enrichment of impressive storytelling experience while preserving the variety of interaction for players. Most drama management researches usually concentrate on preserving authorial goals while still allowing some degree of interaction with players. However this approach is not geared towards fulfilling the satisfaction of audiences who do not enjoy those goals. It puts limits on alternative story arcs. Our research focuses on creating a drama management system that selects narratives that match a player’s personality and adjusts it through player’s altered characteristic during gameplay. This paper proposes PACM (Player Archetype Change Management system in role-playing games) and a player personality model to be used with it. At any one time, PACM initiates and selects story that suits a player’s personality automatically from existing stories in a story database, using real-time monitored player’s traits. It then narrates the story.

1 INTRODUCTION
There are many researches and developments related to computer games. However, most of them do not concern game narrative components. Therefore it is still common practice to offer players choices during gameplay in order to make a game story progress in different directions. Using this conventional method does not allow an open-free world to coexist with great narratives. Composing a great story requires great expertise. It is a time consuming process and not all players are guaranteed to like the story.

There are many efforts to find the solution to solve this problem, such as combining the elements of a story by drama theory or story model, or using needs and beliefs of NPC to narrate the story. Most of them focus on how to narrate a story according to the goal set by the author while still provide feasible player interaction. There is still not much amount of work that seriously focuses on how to tell a well crafted story from a set of stories that also satisfies any player.

One solution is a drama manager (DM) that monitors a story progress, readjusts the game world to be suitable for a player according to his actions. Using only action statistics, however, does not provide full understanding of player preferences. Player archetypes are needed. Several works make use of player models but they usually boil down to managing narratives in order to conserve the authorial goal. This is contrary to our research. We believe that different kinds of players favour different kinds of stories. Hence our approach to interactive narrative focuses on creating a drama management system which aims to offer the most decent narrative for players with less emphasis on sticking to the original goal of the author. We use player personality modeling as a crucial key to overcome such challenge.

This paper presents player personality models and PACM, a drama management system that uses the player personality models and manages stories from a computer game. The drama manager translates a player’s actions to player’s personality model then uses it to indicate which story should be narrated subsequently in order to gratify the player. It runs on Neverwinter Nights (NWN) game (BioWare 2008) environment using WNWScript, jrCEI (Peinado F. 2007) and DLModel (Peinado F. 2008) for system implementation.

In section 2 we discuss related works. We present PACM system in detail in section 3. Our player personality model is explained in section 4. Discussion about our evaluation and experiment are presented in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORKS
Many researches explored the utility of enacting an interactive narrative with more appropriate and adaptable AI. Here are some examples of them.

One approach is a character-driven narrative, which relies on interaction between players and the environment enlivened by artificial self-determining characters. Cavazza (Cavazza et al. 2002) uses Hierarchical Task Networks for each agent decision replanning. Stories develop according to interactions between all characters and their environment. Therefore it is very difficult to control narratives generated by such mechanism. Players may not see a story plot at all.

An alternative is a plot-driven approach. In this approach, story elements are selected based on the story’s history, character relationships and authorial goals.

Some works focus on plot or event generation like DINAH (Ventura and Brogan 2002). DINAH generates plots through the composition of primitive elements from story clips database constrained by preconditions and postconditions according to Braginan cinematic narrative model. Façade (Mateas and Stern 2003) has a beat-based drama manager which orders primitive elements of a story, called beats. The drama manager builds its story from beats. It chooses its next beat from the story arc and player actions. Fairclough (Fairclough and Cunningham 2003) uses his story director to plan a narrative by retrieving similar story cases using game information. Each story contains character actions and performed roles. This method retrieves the story based on current game information and player actions. These works, although use various aspects to assemble their story, do not make use of player archetypes.

An interactive narrative architecture proposed by Young (Young et al. 2004) generates plans annotated with a rich
causal structure, monitors player actions, replans or prevents actions that are story threats. Bates’ (Bates 1992) handles search-based drama management like an optimisation problem similar to a minimax game-tree search that has been used in chess-like games. It finds actions to guide the players that maximise the evaluation function for making each player follow author’s story. Magerko (Magerko et al. 2004) proposes an architecture that takes a prewritten plot and autonomous characters. Its story director manages a plot by guiding nonplayer characters to take corrective action if a player character is likely to affect the plot. El-Nasr (El-nasr 2004) presents Mirage, which utilises player models analysed from player’s behaviour. Player models are used for changing the behavior of nonplayer characters to encourage players to achieve the original story’s goal. These works focus on keeping the player on the plot. Our research, on the other hand, tries to change the story according to a player changing his playing model.

Some research uses machine learning. Declarative optimization-based drama management (Nelson et al. 2006) uses reinforcement learning (learned from simulated random players) to predict how a player is trying to shape his story. The drama manager adjusts its actions, such as providing extra guides, in response to player actions.

Sharma utilises a drama manager with a player preference model (Sharma et al. 2007). The model represents a player’s interest in his played story path. This method constructs a player model by having the player fill in a questionnaire after he finishes a game. The player’s likes and dislikes are recorded from the questionnaire. When a new player plays the game, his actions are compared with recorded actions from existing players. If a match or near-match is discovered, the game will try to steer events towards the existing player’s likes and dislikes for the new player. Our work differs from this work because we construct player models from players actions in real time. Sharma’s work does not select a new story, unlike our work.

Methodologies mentioned in this section have no support for the case where a player dislikes the author’s goal. Instead of trying to maintain the goal, substituting the existing story with a more suitable story (and goal) is preferable. This is our approach.

3 PACM

The implementation of PACM system is shown in figure 1. It consists of three modules, which are 1) a game connector module, responsible for actually sending game commands and receiving facts from NWN game, 2) a player personality modeling module, responsible for analysing actions of a current player, developing the player’s model and updating it in real-time, 3) a drama manager module, responsible for influencing the game progress and making it more appealing to the player according to the player personality model and its change during gameplay.

3.1 Game Connector Module

The game connector acts as a middleman between the NWN game engine and other parts of PACM. It is split into two parts. The first part is in the NWN game module, implemented using NWScript to monitor and execute game commands. The other part is in PACM, which continuously sends commands, retrieves game facts and stores them as part of game information. Figure 2 illustrates the game information. This information is sent to the player personality modeling module. Facts such as characters’ actions, changed relation and updated environment data are stored as character states and relation in the game information. Player states and actions are separated from other information. A collection of scenes is stored as story state. A scene is a narrative element composed of its preconditions, character’s actions and postconditions in XML format, as shown in figure 3. Also all the game commands from the drama manager are sent and executed by the game connector.

3.2 Player Personality Modeling Module

The Player Personality Modeling Module (PPMM) creates, maintains and updates a player personality model for a player of the current game in real time. It updates the player personality model by observing player actions. Each player action matches at least one type of player personality archetypes. Collecting and analysing actions allow us to determine how a player likes to play his game. Stories can therefore be chosen appropriately.

When a game session starts, PPMM obtains the player character status from the game connector and creates an initial personality model which has low confidence value. An initial story is chosen according to this model. During gameplay, each player action is monitored to be used for updating the current player personality model. If a player’s actions are consistent with a personality model currently in use or contribute to the story progression, then the current model gets more confidence. This represents the player’s
fondness of the current story. However, if actions do not belong to the currently used player personality model, the model gets less confidence, meaning the player is not interested in the story. When the confidence is below a threshold value, the current player personality model changes. The drama manager then alters the story to a new one that is more suitable for the new player personality model.

The previous story status and information are stored for later. The new story is initialised with its initial confidence value. The new player personality model the most and applies the new story. The updated model is then compared with the starting model by using equation (1). If the difference between them is more than a given value, the confidence value decreases. How it decreases is defined in equation (2). At the same time, the confidence value can increase according to equation (3) and (4). This mechanism implies that a single action that does not match the starting model, but is an unintended action by the player, cannot make an immediate impact on the confidence value. When the confidence value is below the threshold value, the drama manager attempts to change the story.

4 MODELING PLAYER PERSONALITY

Our player personality model is based on Bartle’s “player category” (Bartle 2004) which describes player categorisation into \{achiever, explorer, socialiser, killer\}. A model is formed from a combination of the percentage of these categories and its confidence value. An example is shown in figure 4. The confidence value represents how much a current player is trying to follow the story (and the player personality model that matches the story). A player’s action always updates the player personality model. The updated model is then compared with the starting model by using equation (1). If the difference between them is more than a given value, the confidence value decreases. How it decreases is defined in equation (2). At the same time, the confidence value can increase according to equation (3) and (4). This mechanism implies that a single action that does not match the starting model, but is an unintended action by the player, cannot make an immediate impact on the confidence value. When the confidence value is below the threshold value, the drama manager attempts to change the story.

![Confidence value = 70](image)

**Figure 4:** An example of player personality model

\[
D_g = \Sigma_{\mathcal{C}} |(P^C - P^F)| \\
\text{When } D_g = \text{distance from model, to model}_j \\
\mathcal{C} = \{\text{achiever, explorer, socialiser, killer}\} \\
P^C = \text{the personality score of model}_j \\
\]

\[
\text{confidence}^j(p) = \begin{cases} 
\text{confidence}^j(p) \times (1 - 0.05 \times \frac{P^F}{T}) & \text{if } \text{confidence}^j(p) < 0 \\
1 & \text{if } \text{confidence}^j(p) \geq 0 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\text{confidence}^j(p) = \text{player’s current model confidence} \\
\text{confidence}^{j+1}(p) = \text{player’s updated model confidence} \\
D_{og} = \text{distance from player’s original model to player’s current model} \\
T = \text{threshold value}
\]

\[
\text{confidence}^{j+1}(p) = (1.1) \times \text{confidence}^j(p) \times (1 + 0.5 \frac{P^F}{T}) \\
\text{if distance is not more than the given value.}
\]
When $\Delta p = \text{the difference between updated score of personality } p \text{ and the current score of } c$.

For example, if an initial player personality model is \{achiev $10\% $, expl $50\% $, soci $40\% $, killer $0\% $\} and its confidence value is 70, when the player goes into an inn and talks to some non-story-relate NPCs. His talking actions will update his personality model to \{achiev $6\% $, expl $52\% $, soci $42\% $, killer $0\% $\}. The distance value between this new model and the previous model is 24, but the given value for the distance between models is 1200. Therefore the confidence value does not exceed the given value. Hence the original model’s confidence value is increased to 72 by equation (4).

On the other hand, if the player talks with other characters very frequently, his model may become \{achiev $0\% $, expl $30\% $, soci $70\% $, killer $0\% $\}. This has its distance value from the starting model more than our given limit. Therefore the confidence value will decrease instead.

5 EXPERIMENTS

This section will discuss the result of using PACM with NWN to narrate stories and evaluate players’ playing styles.

Stories used in this experiment are brought and adapted from Dungeon issue #93 (Wizards of the Coast, Inc., 2002), #95 (Paizo Publishing, 2002), #102 (Paizo Publishing, 2003a) and #103 (Paizo Publishing, 2003b).

We first asked each participant to evaluate himself according to Bartle’s model. Each of them assigned a percentage score to each Bartle’s category. This is shown in table 1. Then the participants were asked to play a NWN game augmented with our system until any one story was completed (story could change in-between) for each participant. A screenshot of a game session is shown in figure 5.

![Figure 5: Example of the experiment on NWN.](image)

The system generated an initial player personality model for each player using information from the character creation screen (see table 2). Only about half of the players had been given matching personality models. What important was whether the model and story could change to match a player’s style during play. Table 3 shows each player model just after they finished playing a story. The models followed how players wanted to play for six of the seven players we recruited. This is most evident for player 1. Player 1’s main archetype, according to his opinion, were explorer and socialiser. The initial model given just after his character creation, however, had everything almost equal, with socialiser receiving the lowest score. During gameplay, our system adjusted the story to a new one more suited to his style, reducing the achiever aspect and increasing his explorer and socialiser aspects to almost equal to the values given by his opinion.

For player 5, the only player whose story did not suit his actual playing style, his initial personality model generated by the system was very different from the player’s model. This was due to the player opted not to create a character, but use a character provided to him by the game instead. During gameplay, the chosen story ended quickly. This prevented the system from being able to alter the story in time. Nevertheless, the system showed promise. His explorer trait value, one of the main trait value the player admitted being his play style, increased for quite great amout for the short period that he was playing. His achiever and killer trait values also reduced towards the values of his intended style.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Achiever</th>
<th>Explorer</th>
<th>Socialiser</th>
<th>Killer</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>65.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1349.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>17.67</td>
<td>32.86</td>
<td>33.23</td>
<td>16.24</td>
<td>515.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>18.86</td>
<td>27.17</td>
<td>31.97</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>393.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>34.72</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>33.13</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>27.23</td>
<td>39.81</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>31.52</td>
<td>111.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>22.93</td>
<td>50.25</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>26.25</td>
<td>69.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison between an archetype from a player’s opinion, an initially predicted archetype and an observed archetype at the end of a game for one player is shown in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Initial predicted archetype</th>
<th>Observed archetype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>28.125</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>20.3125</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>35.59</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>29.82</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>28.57</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Players archetype according to their opinion.

Table 2: Initial predicted archetype.

Table 3: Observed archetype after finishing a story.
figure 6. Due to the reason of space, we can only show one player. Most players generate similar results. The score for each category from the players’ model is close to the score that each player gave himself. Figure 7 shows that the average distance between the model from player’s opinion and the model after playing is 641.28. This value is reduced from the average distance between the model from players’ opinion and the originally predicted model, which was at 866.15. This indicates the ability of PACM to recognize a player’s style and adjust the story according to that player’s style.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed a system to handle the drama management problem in interactive narrative. Our approach integrates player personality modeling and a case-based drama manager which uses the model to maintain the story that satisfies players. We present an implementation of this approach with Neverwinter Night game, and perform initial experiments that confirm the usability of our approach.

Our major contributions are (1) the inclusion of a player personality model which represents current player’s actual playing style and its real-time updating. (2) the inclusion of a confidence value for the personality model, which expresses player’s affection for the narrative (3) the connection module between the drama management module and a real-time role-playing game that allows us to perform real evaluation on an actual commercial game, with real players.

As part of our future efforts, we plan to experiment with personality models other than Bartle’s. Moreover, we plan to use an AI learning technique to adapt the personality model evaluation. Models available from players who finish a story can be learned to correct and adjust the mapping between stories and personality models.
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